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Layout: To create the print layouts, the files with the templates can be downloaded from the downlo-
ad section of our website www.resolfin.com

Font and 
texts:

Convert all text to path, alternatively attach the complete font families used in the file. In 
case of vector files they are allowed, text writings with a body not less than 10mm, and 
having a character thickness not less than 3mm. In case of writings inserted in image files 
(jpeg, tiff, etc.) these parameters must be doubled (minimum body text 20mm, minimum cha-
racter thickness 6mm).

IEnter the important details of your graphics such as writings and logos at a minimum 
distance of 5 cm from the outer edge of the flag to allow the correct stitching. For laser cut 
products, the minimum edge distance is reduced to 2 cm.
The abundances are not necessary as they are created according to the required packa-
ging. Only in the case of flags with sewn sleeves please consider their size and do not include 
important details that may be covered by the stitch.  

Margins e 
abundances:

Assign and incorporate the color profile to the file, possibly use a generic Euroascale Coated 
or Uncoated profile, we do not recommend inserting custom color profiles
as during the conversion phase they sometimes generate undesirable results.

Color profiles:

Color: Four-color for plotter printers (CMYK) with the exception of any particular colors for which it 
is necessary to indicate the relative reference (ex the PANTONE® code).
Blacks for text and drawings can also be set as follows:
50% C, 50% M, 50% Y, 100% K. 

Product classification: industrial advertising visible from afar.
Dimensional tolerance allowed on flat textile products +/- 5% UNI EN 1773: 1998.
Permitted color tolerance E ∆ 6 in accordance with ISO 12647-2 for outdoor products.
Print defects must be visible to a naked eye from a distance of 3.5 meters with daylight from 
above (not backlit).

Tolerances:

50x70 - 1: 1 scale from 250 to 300 dpi; 70x100 - 1: 1 scale from 250 to 300 dpi; 100x150 - 
scale 1: 1 from 250 to 300 dpi; 300x200 - scale 1: 1 from 200 to 250 dpi.
The file can be in 1: 1 scale at 100 dpi; it is possible to work in proportion, for example to 
create a 100x150 cm one can work at 20x30 cm (therefore a reduction factor 1: 5) the resolu-
tion must be calculated by multiplying by 5 (100 * 5 = 500 dpi).
In particular, for Photoshop files we recommend limiting the weight to a maximum of 150 Mb 
and saving it in EPS format. The parameters expressed are purely indicative and may vary 
according to the size of the executive to be created.

Dimension:

We recommend using Acrobat Disti l ler profiles for printing or preprinting (compression of 
images in jpeg highest quality). In case of image files (jpeg, tiff, etc.) inserted within the pdf 
as an external l ink, please send these files separately to avoid display errors.

PDF:

PDF, generic EPS, AI (CS5), PSD (CS5), TIFF and Jpeg, for multiple files it is mandatory to 
send an archive in ZIP format.. 
PS: our files are processed with Adobe Illustrator version CS5.
Convert files into compatible versions to avoid printing problems.

Format:


